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Quickly Turn Costs into Revenue
Complexity costs. It can prevent your administrators from adopting effective new infrastructure or create data silos
that thwart your attempts at analytics.
Until you start reducing complexity, you’ll never know exactly how much money you’re losing — but here’s how
much you could start getting back:
• 33% decrease in support-related tasks1
• 85% increase in time spent on innovation2
• 33% increase in innovation budget2

Read our infographic to learn how IT infrastructure from our partnership with Hewlett Packard Enterprise, such as
the HPE SimpliVity 380, powered by Intel® Xeon® processors, can dramatically simplify your pre-existing IT
architecture while earning a dramatic ROI.

Developing an effective cyber
strategy

How to improve disaster recovery
preparedness

used with permission from Microsoft Secure
by Jonathan Trull

used with permission from

The word strategy has
its origins in the Roman
Empire and was used
to describe the leading
of troops in battle. From
a military perspective,
strategy is a top-level plan designed to achieve one
or more high-order goals. A clear strategy is
especially important in times of uncertainty as it
provides a framework for those involved in
executing the strategy to make the decisions
needed for success.

If you woke up
tomorrow and ran a
marathon, how would
you fare? It's highly
doubtful that you would
successfully run the
26.2 miles without
months of training, drills, and exercises.

In a corporate or government entity, the primary role
of the Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) is to
establish a clear cybersecurity strategy and oversee
its execution.

The same is true for disaster recovery (DR): The
chance that you could successfully recover IT
operations without having exercised your DR plans
on a regular basis is slim at best. The chance that
you could successfully recover and meet your
recovery objectives is zero. Yet Forrester finds that
exercising DR plans is one area in which many
businesses continue to fall short.

Read more »

Read more »

Engage With a Security Specialist Now

Telltale signs an app is violating your privacy
used with permission from Norton by Symantec
by Nadia Kovacs

Malware isn't just for laptops and desktops. In fact, it can be a lot easier
for malware to end up on your mobile phone or tablet than your
computer. When it comes to mobile malware, a little bit of paranoia goes
a long way. Malicious apps can steal your personal information, including
sensitive financial information that can then be used to steal your identity.
A lot of malware ends up on your phone due to malicious apps. So what
are signs that you might already have a malicious app on your phone?

Read more »

Contact a Computing and Mobility Consultant

What HUB Tech Clients Are Saying
“It is a pleasure to work with Hub Tech, all staff are
professional and very accommodating”
- IT Director, Town of Hull\Hull Public Schools

Just for Laughs...

Monthly Quote

Business Continuity Tip
Cybersecurity in the Workplace

""I am not afraid of storms, for I am
learning how to sail my ship."

In our increasingly Internet-connected
world, all businesses now need to

-- Louisa May Alcott

ensure their sensitive data and
networks are secure. Human error is
the biggest weakness that cyber
attacks exploit, which means every
person in the workplace has a role to
play in security.

Read more »
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